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Abstract
We show how to construct the category of games and in-
nocent strategies from a more primitive category of games.
On that category we dene a comonad and monad with the
former distributing over the latter. Innocent strategies are
the maps in the induced two-sided Kleisli category. Thus
the problematic composition of innocent strategies reects
the use of the distributive law. The composition of sim-
ple strategies, and the combinatorics of pointers used to
give the comonad and monad are themselves described in
categorical terms. The notions of view and of legal play
arise naturally in the explanation of the distributivity. The
category-theoretic perspective provides a clear discipline
for the necessary combinatorics.
1 Introduction
The notion of innocent strategy introduced in [16] and
independently in [30] supports a notion of game with point-
ers with widespread applications. The first application
of this form of game semantics to PCF was quickly fol-
lowed by others: to recursive types [24], to store at ground
type [3], to general store [4], to control [20], to non-
determinism [13] and to polymorphism [14]. Since then the
range of applications has broadened further. There has been
much work and some spectacular success in model check-
ing and verification [2, 29, 31, 32]. The special topic of
type isomorphism is treated in [21], while [1] gives a model
of a
 
-calculus with names. There have also been theoreti-
cal developments. For a recent close analysis of aspects of
pointers which we do not cover here see [12].
The fact that innocent strategies compose is naturally es-
sential to the many applications, but this fact is not at all
trivial. In the main authors tacitly rely on the original proof
in [16] or else on its reworking in [25]. Some writers pur-
port to avoid the issue by appeal to a full abstraction result;
but such a reliance on the compositionality of a correspond-
ing syntax dilutes the interest of their semantic analysis. In
this paper we revisit the definition of innocent strategy from
a new point of view. We use categorical ideas both in the
large to construct the category  of games and inno-
cent strategies, and in the small to control the combinatorics
justifying this construction.
Our aim is to derive the original notion of innocent strat-
egy together with its basic properties from structure on a
primitive category  of games. We do not consider linear
notions of innocence. One such is the basis for Ludics [11]
(see [10] for an explanation in more standard game theo-
retic terms). Linear innocence is independently the subject
of ongoing research. There is an abstract treatment of it in
terms of homotopies [26], but we do not make any connec-
tion with that here.
The idea of innocence does not appear in our initial cat-
egory  , and the definition and the elementary properties
of that category are familiar and intuitive. We give a fresh
treatment in Section 3 for completeness and also to stress
the combinatorial content of the category. The novelties are
largely a matter of style and presentation.
Our construction of the category  of games and
innocent strategies involves more sophisticated categorical
structure in particular a distributive law. For experts we note
that the maps of  appear essentially as view functions.
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It is the distributive law which carries out the painful task
of defining directly the composition of view functions. We
maintain that one gets a good understanding of the neces-
sary combinatorics of pointers if one sees it as justifying
the relevant structure on  . We sketch the combinatorial
details in Section 4. We start however by explaining the
construction of  in the abstract.
2 Categorical Analysis
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The notion of a distributive law
 %$'&)(+* (,&
of a
monad
&
over a monad
(
is due to Jon Beck [6]. Though
it did not feature in Mac Lane’s classic text [23] it is by
now well established. An accessible concrete account in
the general context of monad theory is given in [5]. An
early abstract perspective is contained in [34].
In this paper we need the perhaps less familiar notion of
a distributive law
 -$/.0(1*2(3.
of a comonad
.
over a
monad
(
, both on the same category 4 .
Definition 1 A distributive law of a comonad 5 .7698:6<;= over
a monad 5
(>6<?@69AB=
on a category is a natural transformation
 C$.0(D*E(3.
satisng the coherence conditions
(>8GFH JI-8K( LM"N (3;F  JIO ".7F .P BF ;K(
for the counit and comultipication of the comonad and
 F .0?JIQ?:. LM"N  BF .0ARI-A.7F (, BF  "(
for the unit and multiplication of the monad.
So, the four diagrams below are required to commute,
for every object S of the category:
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Theorem 2.1 A distributive law of a comonad . over a
monad
(
provides both an extension ]
.
of . to the Kleisli
category ^0_5
(,= for ( and an extension ]( of ( to the Kleisli
category ^0_
5
.P= for . . Moreover the Kleisli categories
^0_5 ]
.`=
and ^0_
5 ]
(3=
are isomorphic.
This theorem is an evident modification of Beck’s ideas,
but is not easy to find in the literature. We refer the
reader to [33] which gives a detailed analysis of distribu-
tive laws relating monads and comonads, and treats higher-
dimensional aspects of the theory. [33] also gives an in-
dication of the range of applications in computer science.
Here we need only the category ^0_
5 ]
.P=ba
I
^0_5<5 ]
(,=
, which
we denote ^0_
5
 V=
, and which has the following concrete and
symmetric description.
c The objects are those of the original category 4 .
c Maps from S to d are maps
.
S
*e(
d in 4 .
c The identity on S is
?gfhF 8fi$.
S
*E(
S .
c The composition j
$V.
S
*k(
d and l
$V.
d
*k(nm
is given by the composite
ABopF (
l
F  [qpF .
j
F ;
f
.
One should understand the construction of rts95
 [=
as fol-
lows. At first sight maps j
$.
S
*E(
d and l
$.
d
*E(,m
have no right to compose. The natural transformation
 
ne-
gotiates that difficulty. But even then the definition of com-
position does not look associative, and it is exactly the co-
herence conditions which are used to establish associativity
and the unit laws for composition.
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We are now in a position to outline our account of inno-
cent strategies. We start with a symmetric monoidal closed
category (see [23] for this notion)  of games. This is the
simple category of the expository article [15].  has prod-
ucts, and we equip it with a linear exponential comonad
5
68:6<;=
making it a model of Intuitionistic Linear Logic
(ILL). (For category theoretic background in this area see
[7, 8, 27].) The comonad we need is not the simple one
of [15], but another manifest possibility. (However we are
perhaps sketching the details at this level for the first time.)
Next we give an evident monad 5
69?@69AB=
related to the
comonad. Then the nub of our analysis is that we shall con-
struct a distributive law
 
of  over  , and we define the
category of games and innocent strategies in terms of it.
Definition 2 The Kleisli category r#s<5
 V=
is the category
 of games and innocent strategies.
 has a lot of structure but here we simply indicate
what we need by way of structure on  , to show that 
itself is cartesian closed.
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First we note the special feature that the monad  com-
mutes with products in our category  . Thus we have iso-
morphisms
g
a
I
g5SCd
= a
I
SJd
with the coherence conditions to the effect that
?

? a
I
?
and
A

A a
I
A
. As a result we have the following.
Theorem 2.2 The category B has products.
Proof. By the easy isomorphisms
5ﬀŁ
69
w4
=I
5 Ł
6
g5

w4
=9=
a
I
5 Ł
6


4
=
a
I
5 Ł
6

p=
5 Ł
6
4
=
I
5ﬀŁ
6<=
75Ł
6
4
=F
For the function space in  we make use of a fur-
ther piece of structure. As  is a model for ILL,
we have the familiar coherent isomorphisms 
a
I+
and
5S#d
=3a
I
 Sn d . But also for games S and d we have
a game S d , which should be regarded as an additive
implication, and so is further additive structure. (We shall
see that it corresponds to the construction of the function
space arena in the standard presentation of innocence [16].)
As a functor S td is covariant in d , and contravariant in
S . The basic structure is then that we have a coherent nat-
ural isomorphism 5ﬀS Dd
=
a
I
 Sd which parallels
5Sd
=a
I
 S0 d .
Theorem 2.3 The category B is cartesian closed.
Proof. Given the previous result this follows readily by the
isomorphisms
5ﬀŁ
,6
4
=2I
h595Ł
=6
4
=
a
I
h59 Ł
n6
4
=
a
I
h59 Ł
6


4
=
a
I
h59 Ł
6
5

4
=9=
I
5ﬀŁ
69
4
=
Our task for the rest of this paper is to justify these simple
arguments by showing that our category  has the necessary
structure.
3 Games
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Our games, played between P (Player) and O (Oppo-
nent), are essentially as in the literature, for example in [15].
Definition 3 A game S is given by a diagram
S`59
=3¤ ¥
S`5¦
=>¤ ¥
S5ﬀ§
=3¤ ¥ ¨¨©¨
(1)
of sets and functions. The elements of the S5«ª = are moves
or positions of the game. If ¬5­:®¯/° =0I ­G® , then ­G® is the
move preceeding ­ ®¯/° , while ­ ®¯/° is a successor of ­ ® .
Thus the moves in S`5
=
are the initial moves. For ª odd,
the moves S5«ª
=
are O-moves played by O, or O-positions,
where O has just played, and for ª even they are P-moves,
or P-positions.
Thus informally a game is given by a forest of rooted trees,
the roots being the initial moves played by O, and with the
players, P and O, thereafter alternating moves. (As a result
of the alternation, parity is a basic feature of the combi-
natorial bookkeeping which follows.) There are good rea-
sons, which we do not go into here, why we do not bother
to distinguish positions and moves in this context. Note
in any case that the move ­±²S5«ª
=
determines the se-
quence ³
I
5«¬
®G´}°
5ﬀ­
=6
¬
®G´@µ
5ﬀ­
=6¨¨©¨6
­
=
of moves or po-
sitions which is its history. We call such a sequence a play
in S . Occasionally we restrict sequences: ³ﬂ¶ · is the result
of restricting ³ to its first · members. The restriction of a
play is a play.
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We need a notion of strategy for Player, a P-strategy, in
a game S . We only consider deterministic strategies and
we use the description of them in terms of the collection of
P-positions reached by the strategy. (This description gives
the forgetful functor from the category  to the category ¸p¹_
of sets and relations see for example [17].)
Definition 4 A P-strategy º in a game S consists of a col-
lection º of positions, being the union of º5¦»ª =7¼ S`5¦»ª =
satisfying
c if ½±º5¦»ªJ¾¦ = then ¬ µ 5ﬀ½ = ±º5¦»ª = ;
c if ½ 69¿ ±º5¦»ª = with ¬5ﬀ½ =hI ¬5 ¿À= , then ½ IQ¿ .
Intuitively, given an Á -position ­:Â reached while playing º ,
the unique Ã -position ­ in º with ¬5ﬀ­
=pI
­:Â , if it exists, is
the response according to º . Condition (i) in the definition
simply means that any Ã -move in º can be reached when
the game is played in accord with º . Condition (ii) is the
determinacy of strategies.
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Maps from S to d in the category  will be given by
P-strategies in the linear function space SÅ d , which
we define in the next section. Our presentation uses some
combinatorial category theory, so first we give some com-
binatorial motivation.
A play in SÆ d is a merge of plays in S and in d :
the games are played in parallel but with the parity of S re-
versed (O plays the P-moves and vice-versa). Alternatively
3
the cogame SnÇ is played in parallel with d . This tradi-
tional point of view is described in [15]. By parity a play in
SÈd must begin with an initial move in d , and when-
ever O plays he can do so (if at all) in the game in which P
has just played, but not in the other. Thus if we let É indi-
cate a play in S and  a play in d , then the pattern of a play
of length ª in S d is given by a  -scheduling func-
tion or schedule Ê
$[Ë

6©¨¨¨6
ª)Ì
*ÍË
É
6
Ì , that is a function
satisfying ÊG5
=I
 and ÊG5¦gÎn¾
=I
ÊG5¦gÎ
=
.
Schedules Ê
$/Ë

6©¨¨©¨6
ª)Ì
*Ë
É
6
Ì are sequences of É s
and  s. We write Ï Ê:Ï for the length ª of Ê . Let Ï ÊGÏ Ð be the
number of É s and Ï Ê:Ï ° the number if  s in the sequence: so
Ï Ê:Ï
I
ª
I
Ï Ê:Ï Ðp¾ÑÏ Ê:Ï ° . Note that if Ê is a schedule and ª is
odd then we must have Ï Ê:Ï Ð even and Ï Ê:Ï ° odd. Also if Ê is a
schedule so is any restriction Ê¶ · .
We now give the definition of a category in which sched-
ules are maps. In the course of the definition we introduce
further notation.
Definition 5 The category Ò of schedules is as follows.
c The objects of Ò are the natural numbers. We think
of an object Ó as representing the totally ordered set
5ÔÓ
=0IÆË

6¨¨©¨6
ÓBÌ . Write 5ÔÓ
=
¯ for the set of even ele-
ments and 5ÔÓ
=
´ for the odd elements of 5ÔÓ = .
c The maps in Ò5ÕÓ
6<Ö=
are the schedules Ê with Ï Ê:Ï Ð
I
Ó
and Ï Ê:Ï °
I×Ö
. A schedule Ê
$
Ó
*Ö
corresponds to
obvious order preserving (collectively surjective) em-
beddings s
$
5ÕÓ
=*
5ÔÓ¾
Ö=
and Ø
$
5
Ö=h*
5ÔÓ¾
Ö=
and
thus to order relations s<5«½
=nÙ
ØG5
¿À= from 5ÔÓ = ¯ to 5 Ö= ¯
and ØG5
¿À=Ù
s<5«½
= from 5 Ö= ´ to 5ÕÓ = ´ .
c The identity in Ò5ÕÓ
6
Ó
=
is the copy-cat function Ú of
length ¦Ó , the schedule with Ú5¦gÎ¾
=ÜÛI
Ú5¦Î7¾¦
=
.
The induced orders are Ý on 5ÕÓ
=
¯
and on 5ÔÓ
=
´
.
c Let Ê
$
Ó
*ÞÖ
and j
$gÖP*
Ø be maps in Ò . Then their
composite j
F
Ê
$
Ó
*
Ø is dened by taking the corre-
sponding order relations, composing them as relations
and reconstructing the function.
We have defined the composition in Ò as the the compo-
sition of merges sketched in the Appendix to [18]. This
makes it evident that composition is associative with the
copy-cat functions Ú as identities. (Concretely Ú is of form
5
6
É
6
É
6

6

6
É
6
É
6

6

6
É
6¨¨©¨=
. This is the shape of so-called
copy-cat interactions in game semantics. We shall see that
all basic structure maps are given by this form of interac-
tion.) There are other approaches. In particular, Ò is related
to the category theorists ß , that is the augmented category
of all finite ordinals (including É ). There is a concrete dis-
cussion of this ß as a strict monoidal category in [23]: in
fact it is the free strict monoidal category generated by a
monoid. There is a (free) functor à
$
ß
*
ßJá from ß
to ß7á the category of ordinals with a top element â , and
with maps preserving â . This situation is already consid-
ered in [22]. Then Ò is one of the total categories associated
with à . (With our preferred conventions it is the lax colimit
(see [19] of the profunctor àã
$
ß7á
*
ß .) Thus the cate-
gory of schedules Ò is one of the range of small combina-
torial categories of fundamental interest in mathematics.
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We give a simple description of the linear function space
SDæd .
Definition 6 Let 5ﬀSçæd
=
5ﬀª
=
consist of the 5ﬀÊ 6 ­ 6éè= where
Ê
$
Ó
*ÞÖ
is a schedule, ª
I
Ó¾
Ö
, ­J±CS`5ÕÓ
=
and
è
±CdÜ5
Ö=
.
The predecessor function ¬ is dened by
¬5ﬀÊ
6
­
6êè=Ië
5Ê¶Õ5«ªìí
=6
¬5ﬀ­
=6êè=
if ÊG5«ª
=I
É ,
5Ê¶Õ5«ªìí
=6
­
6
¬5
è=<=
if ÊG5«ª
=I
 .
The strategies in SÅ d are the maps S
*
d in our
category  . We give the formal definition.
Definition 7 The category  of games is given as follows.
c The objects of  are games.
c The maps in 5ﬀS
6
d
=
are strategies in SOæd .
c The identity î
f
$
S
*
S is given by the positions in
SDïS of the form 5Ú 6 ­ 6 ­ = with Ú copy-cat.
c The composition of º $ S * d and ð $ d *ñm is
ð
F
º
$
S
*òm
given by the positions 5j
F
Ê
6
­
6
Ú
=
such
that there exist 5Ê
6
­
6éè=
±Cº and 5j
6êèK6
Ú
=
±ð .
As an immediate consequence of the fact that Ò is a cate-
gory one has the following.
Proposition 3.1 Games and strategies form a category  .
It is worth noting at once that while the collection of maps
in  is complicated and hard to analyse, the collection of
isomorphisms is much less so. As one might hope, an iso-
morphism in  between S and d is determined by an iso-
morphism at the level of their defining diagrams as given in
(1) above.
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We start by exhibiting our category  of simple games
as a symmetric monoidal closed category. We already have
seen the beginnings of data for a closed structure (for this
notion see [9]) on  , but with  we are lucky. We can define
a good tensor product SDQd in  by playing S and d in
parallel with no change of parity. If again we let É indicate
a play in S and  a play in d , then the pattern of a play
of length ª in S-d is given by a  -scheduling function
Ê
$'Ë

6¨©¨¨6
ª)Ì
* Ë
É
6
Ì , that is, a function Ê satisfying
ÊG5¦Î'¾
=I
Ê5¦Î'¾í¦
=
.
4
Definition 8 Let 5ﬀS-ôd
=
5«ª
=
consist of the 5Ê 6 ­ 6éè= where
Ê is a  -scheduling function, Ï ÊGÏ I ª , ­±S`5éÏ Ê:Ï Ð = and
è
±dÜ5éÏ Ê:Ï °
=
. The predecessor ¬ is dened by
¬5Ê
6
­
6éè=Ië
5Ê¶Õ5«ªìí
=6
¬5­
=6éè=
if ÊG5«ª
=I
É ,
5Ê¶Õ5«ªìí
=6
­
6
¬5
è=<=
if ÊG5«ª
=I
 .
The empty game

is evidently a unit for this tensor prod-
uct, and it is very simple combinatorics to check directly
that SQd
m1a
I
S 5dÆ
m'=
. Also it is straight-
forward to define a symmetry for the tensor. This gives the
following.
Theorem 3.2 With structure as described above,  is a
symmetric monoidal closed category.
Thus  models multiplicative Intuionistic Linear Logic.
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The additive structure on  is straightforward. Given
games 5ﬀS,ö
=
ö«÷ø the levelwise sum or coproduct
ù
ö
S
ö
5
=>¤ úû
¥
û
ù
ö
S
ö
5¦
=p¤ úû
¥
û
ù
ö
S
ö
5§
=¨©¨¨
of the defining diagrams provides a product in  . Thus the
category  has products. Of course the empty product  is
also the empty game: 
I

and  is an affine model of
multiplicative-additive Intuitionistic Linear Logic.
We can use a little fine structure. Every game S is ev-
idently isomorphic to the product over its initial moves of
games with just one initial move; and it is useful to have
this decomposition in a standard form. So we note a special
case of the construction SÈd . There is a game
&
with
just one opening move for Opponent and no further moves.
For any game d the game d2
&
must open with the
unique move in
&
and after that the play is in d but with the
obvious change of parity: the roles of the players reversed
as the even (Player) moves of d
&
are the odd (Oppo-
nent) moves in d . Clearly any game
m
with just one open-
ing move (i.e. with
m
5
=
a singleton) is isomorphic to one
of form dü
&
. It follows that up to isomorphism every
game S is a product S
a
IDýßþ
S
þ

&
of games of the form
S
þ

&
, the product being taken over the set S`59
=
of the
opening moves of S . We shall refer to S
a
I
ý
þ
5ﬀS
þ

&=
as the standard decomposition of S .
4 The exponentials
ä
	  {)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The exponential in  which we are going to introduce
requires what is effectively some combinatorics of trees.
We start with some general considerations. For any ª ,
pointers on a sequence of length ª are given by a function
Ñ$Ë

6¨©¨¨6
ª)Ì
*Ë
É
6¨©¨¨6
ªìÑÌ such that

5
=wÙ
 for
all ÝJÝ1ª . (The value É is a dummy: one could in-
stead deal with partial functions. In what follows if a value
appears undefined it should be taken to be É .)
For each ª the collection of functions giving pointers as
above is in obvious bijective correspondence with (order-
reversed) heaps on the set
Ë
É
6©¨¨©¨6
ª)Ì . (Recall that a heap
is a tree-based data structure in which elements appear in
order down any branch.) To obtain the heap B5
V=
cor-
responding to a pointer function

, one places É at the
root and attaches the  s with

5
=RI
É ; then the 	 s with

5
	
=,I
 are attached to  , and so on. We introduce termi-
nology for this tree structure. For any  there is a

-branch
5ﬀÉ
6¨¨©¨6
µ
5
=6
5
=6

=
from the root É to  ; if we delete the
root, which is dummy and does not index a move, we get
the

-thread of  which is best thought of backwards as
5
6
5
=6
µ
5
=6©¨¨¨H=
. Later the nodes from
Ë

6©¨¨¨6
ª)Ì will be
decorated with moves from some game, and we shall then
talk of the thread of such moves with the obvious meaning.
For
/6
functions giving pointers on ª we write

just when for all Î ,

5Î
=
lies in the

-thread of Î : intuitively
this means that

goes faster than

.. Then

just when
the

-thread of any Î lies in the

-thread of Î . The point
then is that in the obvious sense

restricts to (what is up to
renumbering) a pointer function on any

-thread. In terms
of heaps,

holds if and only if there is an order pre-
serving bijection Ó/5
=J*
Ó/5
@=
. Evidently then

is a
partial order. The predecessor function ¬ is the maximal el-
ement and the constant É function the minimal element with
respect to this order. (Our overloading of ¬ and predecessor
should cause no confusion.)
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We shall only be concerned with functions giving point-
ers which change parity: that is for which

takes even num-
bers to odd and vice versa. (The obvious example is the
predecessor ¬ .) The heap perspective is so important to us
that we shall refer to our most important pointer functions
as heaps.
Definition 9 A (parity) pointer function

on ª is a parity-
reversing function ç$Ë  6¨©¨¨6 ª)Ì *ñË É 6¨©¨¨6 ªtìçÌ with

5
=Ù
 for all wÝ`Ýª .  is an O-heap just when we
always have

5¦gÎ
=ÜI
¦ÎwìÑ . Dually

is a P-heap just
when we always have

5¦Î'¾-
=I
¦gÎ .
If

is an O-heap and

a P-heap, we write 5
/6=
for the
pointer function 5
/6=
5Î
=I
5Î
=
if Î odd, else

5Î
=
. Ob-
viously any pointer function is uniquely of the form 5
/6=
where

is an O-heap and

a P-heap.

is an O-heap if
and only if
QI
5
/6
¬
=
, so all the information is at the O-
positions; and dually for P-heap. Only ¬ is both an O-heap
and a P-heap.
5
For ª ±Ò , let B5ﬀª
=
be the partially ordered set of
O-heaps and ﬀﬁ/5«ª
=
that of P-heaps. We are going to show
inter alia that B5«ª
=
is a contravariant functor and ﬀﬁB5ﬀª
=
a covariant functor in ª .
It seems best (and will be useful later) to consider at once
a quite general situation. Suppose that Ê
$
Ó
*eÖ
is a sched-
ule,

an O-heap on
Ö
and

a P-heap on Ó . Recall that Ê
gives injections s
$
5ÕÓ
=3*
5ÕÓb¾
Ö=
, Ø
$
5
Ö=3*
5ÕÓb¾
Ö=
. We
define the O-heap 5
/6
Ê
6ﬂ=
on Ó¾
Ö
by setting
5
/6
Ê
6=
5Î
=Iﬃ
Ø:5

5 	
=9=
if Î
I
Ø:5
	
=
is odd,
s<5

5
=9=
if Î
I
s<5
=
is odd,
Îìô otherwise.
Now for a schedule Ê
$
Ó
*ñÖ
in Ò and O-heap

on
Ö
, we define the O-heap Êã

on Ó , using the threads of the
O-heap 5
/6
Ê
6
¬
=
on Ó¾
Ö
. We set Êã

5Î
=I
	 just when
	 is maximal with 	
Ù
Î and s<5
	
=
in the 5
B6
Ê
6
¬
=
-thread of
s95Î
=
, if there is such, É otherwise. It is evident that (with
the obvious disambiguation) 5ﬀ¬
6
Ê
6
¬
=
is ¬ so that Êã¬
I
¬ . Also if
!"
Â , then then 5
B6
Ê
6
¬
=#
5

Â
6
Ê
6
¬
=
and
it follows that Êã
$
Êã

Â . Thus Êã is a map of posets
preserving the top element. Similarly given Ê
$
Ó
*ÍÖ
and

a P-heap on Ó , we define Ê
ã

using 5«¬
6
Ê
6ﬂ=
. We set
Ê
ã

5Î
=I
	 just when 	 is maximal with 	
Ù
Î and Ø:5
	
=
in the 5«¬
6
Ê
6=
-thread of ØG5Î
=
, if there is such, É otherwise.
Again we have a map of posets preserving the top element.
We write ﬀ&%(' for the usual category of posets and order
preserving maps.
Proposition 4.1 With the structure indicated above, both

$
5Ò
=*)ﬂ+*
ﬀ&%,' and ﬀﬁ
$
5
Ò
=*
ﬀ&%(' are functorial:
for copycat Ú $ Ó * Ó in Ò , Úã QI and Ú
ã
zI!
; for
Ê
$
Ó
*òÖ
and j
$Öi*
Ø in Ò , Êãjã
I
5j
F
Ê
=
ã

and
j
ã
Ê
ã
íI
5j
F
Ê
=
ã

.
We also need some information concerning threads of
O-heaps of the form 5
B6
Ê
6=
. Schedules Ê
$
Ó
* Ö
and
j
$nÖ*
Ø give identifications of 5
Ö=
in 5ÕÓt¾
Ö=
and in
5
Ö
¾ôØ
=
with parity preserved in the first case and reversed
in the second. Given subsequences (threads) in 5ÕÓ¾
Ö=
and
5
Ö
¾OØ
=
, which agree on the image of 5
Ö=
we can extend
the notion of composition of schedules to give a composed
subsequence in 5ÔÓ¾iØ
=
.
Proposition 4.2 Suppose Ê
$
Ó
* Ö
and j
$Öi*
Ø are
schedules,

an O-heap on Ø and

a P-heap on Ó . Then
threads for 5 /6 j F Ê 6= on Ó¾DØ are composites of unique
threads for 5 /6 j 6 Ê
ã
=
on
Ö
¾bØ and for 5jã /6 Ê 6= on Ó¾ Ö .
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In effect  S is a game in which O can perform backtrack-
ing with repetitions. The definition is as follows.
Definition 10 Given a game S , the game  S is determined
as follows. The positions of  S are of the form 5 B6 ³ = where
c

is an O-heap on ª and ³ is a sequence of moves from
the game S of length ª ;
c for any thread of  , the moves in ³ corresponding to
the thread form a play in S .
The predecessor is ¬5
/6
³
=hI
5

¶Õ5«ªCìQ
=6
³¶Ô5ﬀªwìô
=<=
.
The first non-trivial issue is to show that  extends to a
functor: given º
$
S
*
d we have to define  º
$
 S
*
 d .
The rough intuition is that in playing  SD d according to
 º , there is a current thread in S² d determined by the
fact that O can backtrack in d , and P responds according
to º in this thread. As a result P backtracks in S simply in
response to O’s doing so in d .
Definition 11 Let º be a strategy in S d . A position
5ﬀÊ
6
5
/6
­
=6
5
36êè=9=
of  SÆ d is in  º just when DI Ê ã 
and the moves in any thread of 5 /6 Ê 6 ¬ = are moves played
in accord with º .
On can understand this definition as follows.

is a coal-
gebra for the comonad  , and so we can promote º to give
a strategy º0/ in  5ﬀSk d
=
. (That is where the O-heap
5
/6
Ê
6
¬
=
lives.) Now it follows from the isomorphisms (2)
that  is a monoidal functor in the lax sense. This gives us
a map  5ﬀS d
=*
 S d , and composing that with º /
gives  º .
The main result relying on the composition of threads is
the functoriality in the following.
Theorem 4.3 If º is a Ã -strategy in Szd , then  º is a
Ã -strategy in  S% d . Further  is functorial: Hî fOI î21 f
and 5ﬀð
F
º
=hI
 ð
F
 º .
Proof: The functoriality follows from Proposition 4.2 and
the fact that Êã¬
I
¬ .
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We claim that  is the functor part of a linear exponential
comonad (in the terminology of [17]). The main issue is the
comonad structure as the tight form of Seely’s conditions
(see [8]) are easy to check. To understand the situation, we
need a concrete understanding of plays in games like  S
and even   S . Clearly in  S there must be two pointers
corresponding to the two  s; and in fact that together with
a sequence from S is all the data needed. The issue is the
relation between the pointers.
Now we give a representation of the plays in  S . They
are given by 5
/6,6
³
=
where
c

and

are O-heaps and
3
;
6
c the moves along the

-threads are plays from S .
(It is then automatic that the restriction of

makes each

-
thread a  S -play.) In terms of this representation we need
a description for º
$
S
*
d of  º
$
 S
*
 d . With the
above conventions, the strategy   º consists of the
5Ê
6
5
/6,6
³
=6
5

Â
6ﬂ
Â
64=9=
with Êã

Â
I
, Ê»ã

Â
I
and each 5

Â
6
Ê
6
¬
=
-thread a play
in º .
We now give the comonad structure.
c The P-strategy
8 f
in  SÑ S is given by positions of
the form 5ﬀÚ
6
5«¬
6
³
=6
­
=
with Ú copy-cat, ¬ as ever pre-
decessor and ­ the last move of the play ³ .
c The P-strategy
; f
in  S   S is given by positions
of the form 5ﬀÚ
6
5
,6
³
=6
5
/6ﬂ36
³
=9=
again with Ú copy-cat,
and with

.
Proposition 4.4
8f
and
;©f
are natural in S .
Proof: We give some flavour of the arguments at this stage
of the theory.
First for
8
, take º
$
S
*
d . To get º
F 8 f
we compose
positions of form 5ﬀÚ
6
5«¬
6
³
=6
­
=
with those of form 5Ê
6
­
6éè=
from º : that gives positions 5Ê
6
5«¬
6
³
=6êè=
where if ­ is
the last move in ³ , then 5ﬀÊ
6
­
6êè=
is in º . For
8
q
F
 º we
compose positions of the form 5ﬀÊ
6
5
/6
³
=6
5
,64=9=
above
with 5ﬀÚ
6
5«¬
64=6êè=
. So we have to identify

with ¬ . But
then Êã¬
I
¬ so we get the same result as for º
F 8gf
.
The argument for
;
is similar. Both  º
F ;
f
and
;q,F
 º give
positions 5ﬀÊ
6
5
B6
³
=6
5
,656ﬂ4)=<=
, where Êã
5ÆI6
and each
5
56
Ê
6
¬
=
-thread gives a play in º .
The comonad equations are equally straightforward
checks.
One sees that 
8f
in  S  S consists of the
5ﬀÚ
6
5
/6
³
=6
5
B6/6
³
=<=
, while clearly
8
1
f
consists of the
5ﬀÚ
6
5
/6
³
=6
5ﬀ¬
6/6
³
=<=
in each case with Ú copycat. One im-
mediately deduces 
8
f
F ;
f
I
î
1
f
I-8
1
f
F ;
f
.
Plays in   S are given by 57
6B6ﬂ36
³
=
satisfying the ob-
vious extension of the condition for  S . Then again with
a little work 
;
f
consists of the 5Ú
6
5
/636
³
=6
57
6/6,6
³
=<=
while clearly
;
1
f
consists of the 5Ú
6
57
6ﬂ36
³
=6
57
6/6,6
³
=<=
.
Hence we have 
;
f
F ;
f
IÑ;
1
f
F ;
f
, both composites consist-
ing of 5ﬀÚ
6
5
36
³
=6
57
6/6,6
³
=<=
.
Finally the two coherent isomorphisms

a
I
and  5ﬀSCd
=ha
I
 Sn d (2)
are easy. So we get the expected result.
Theorem 4.5 59
698:6<;=
is a linear exponential comonad.
At this point we have given  the structure of a model for
full Intuitionistic Linear Logic. So we stress that we are
not here concerned with the usual Kleisli category for this
situation.
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The monad 5
6<?V6<AB=
arises by playing games but now al-
lowing P to backtrack. We shall need an account paralleling
that for  and we sketch that at once.
Definition 12 Given a game S , the game S is determined
as follows. The positions of  S are the 5 /6 ³ = where
c

is a P-heap on ª and ³ is a sequence of moves from
S of length ª ;
c for any thread of  , the moves in ³ corresponding to
the thread form a play in S .
The predecessor is ¬5
/6
³
=hI
5

¶Õ5«ªCìQ
=6
³¶Ô5ﬀªwìô
=<=
.
Experts will recognise at once that if they regard S as
an arena, then strategies in ©S are essentially view func-
tions. That is, they are representing functions for inno-
cent strategies over S in the old terminology of [16]. Since
5ﬀS d
= a
I
 S²d , it is exactly these view functions
which give the maps in  .
Functoriality of  needs attention. Again there are intu-
itions about threads, but now O forces the backtracking in
the (dual) version SnÇ of S .
Definition 13 Let º be a strategy in S d . A position
5ﬀÊ
6
5
/6
­
=6
5
36êè=9=
of Sd is in º just when çI Ê
ã

and the moves in any thread of 5«¬ 6 Ê 6ﬂ= are moves played
in accord with º .
Again a little work is needed to establish the following.
Theorem 4.6 If º is a Ã -strategy in Sü d , then º is
a Ã -strategy in ©SÍ©d . Furthermore  is functorial:
»î
f
I
î98
f
and 5ﬀð
F
º
=hI
ð
F
º .
We now give the monad structure.
c The P-strategy
?
f
in S©S is given by positions of
the form 5ﬀÚ
6
­
6
5«¬
6
³
=9=
with Ú copy-cat, ­ the last move
of the play ³ and ¬ predecessor.
c The P-strategy
A
f
in KS ©S is given by positions
of the form 5ﬀÚ
6
5
/6ﬂ36
³
=6
5
36
³
=9=
again with Ú copy-cat,
and with

.
The arguments for naturality and the monad laws are
straightforward variants of earlier arguments
Theorem 4.7 5
69?@69AB=
is a monad on  .
At this point we observe that there is a definition of  on
objects in terms of the standard decomposition. We have
5
ýßþ
S
þ

&=
a
I
ýtþ
 S
þ

&
. In the same vein, up to
isomorphism,
?fI :
þ
÷
f<;
°*=
8f0>

&
and
AfßI :
þ
÷
f<;
°=
;f0>

&F
7
From this we get a quick treatment of the further special
structure relating to  .
From the internal definition of  and the standard decom-
position we see that
5ﬀSd
= a
I
5
ý þ
S
þ

&

ý@?
d
?

&=
I
ý þ
5 S
þ

&=

ýA?
59 d
?

&=
I
5
ý þ
S
þ

&=
5
ýB?
d
?

&=
a
I
SJd
as required: the isomorphisms
? fDC q
a
I
? f

?q
and
AfDC q a
I
Af

A q
are immediate.
We give an easy definition of S #d using the standard
decomposition. We set S íd
I
ýA?
5Sd
?

&=
. (A
moment’s reflection shows that this is essentially the con-
struction of the function space arena from the original treat-
ment [16]. (Functoriality in d needs a moments thought,
but we do not really need it.) Now we can readily calculate
5ﬀS id
=I
5
ý ?
SCd
?

&
a
I ý ?
5SCd
?
=

&
a
I ý ?
 S0 d
?

&
a
I ý ?
 SDñ59 d
?

&=
a
I
 SD
ýB?
59 d
?

&=
I
 SDd
as required.
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Now at last we come to an explanation of the distributive
law. We need first to understand plays in the games H©S
and g S , along the lines of the analysis of   S above. Again
they will be given by positions 5
/65h6
³
=
where
E5
, but
with general mixed pointer functions we have to say exactly
what
5
is. Recall that any pointer function
5
is uniquely of
the form 5
/6ﬂ=
with

an O-heap and

a P-heap.
The plays in H©S are given by 5
B6ﬂ56
³
=
where
c

is an O-heap,
5I
5
B6ﬂ=
for some P-heap

and
35
;
c the moves along the
5
-threads are plays from S .
The plays in g S are given dually by 5
36ﬂ56
³
=
where
c

is an P-heap,
5I
5
B6ﬂ=
for some O-heap

and
FE5
;
c the moves along the
5
-threads are plays from S .
The correctness of this analysis depends on some abstract
results which we record here.
Proposition 4.8 Let Ê
$
Ó
*ÅÖ
in Ò , let

be an O-pointer
function on Ö , and  a P-pointer function on Ó . Then
c If Êã  5Êã /6= then @ 5 B6 Ê
ã
=
.
c If Ê
ã
F
5
B6
Ê
ã
=
then
F
5Êã
/6ﬂ=
.
We explain the connection with the language of [16]. In
the case of H©S , the condition
B
5
/6=
means that in the
game played with the pointers 5
/6ﬂ=
, P plays innocently,
that is, his pointers are all in his view. This corresponds to
the fact that the restriction of
5I
5
/6=
makes each

-
thread a S -play. Dually for g S it is O who is constrained
to play innocently and then, the restriction of
5I
5
/6=
makes each

-thread a  S play.
Now we give our main definition.
Definition 14 The strategy
 Vf
in  SD S consists of all
positions of the form 5ﬀÚ 6 5 /6 5 /6=6 ³ =6 5 36 5 /6=6 ³ =9= .
In
 [f
we have
5ôI
5
/6=
with
5
and
GH5
. In the
standard terminology of [16], the plays with pointers from
the pointer function
5
are then exactly the ones in which
both players play innocently. Thus
 @f
identifies what are
called in [16] the legal plays in the two games  S and g S .
To establish naturality of
 
, we need descriptions in
terms of our representations of maps H©º
$
HS
*
Hd , and
g º
$
g S
*
g d . Recall that for a schedule Ê
$
Ó
* Ö
,

a
O-heap on
Ö
and

a P-heap on Ó , we defined the O-heap
5
/6
Ê
6ﬂ=
on Ón¾
Ö
. Then using our conventions, the strategy
 º consists of
5ﬀÊ
6
5
/6
5
/6ﬂ=6
³
=6
5

Â
6
5

Â
6
Â
=6ﬂ4)=<=
with Êã

Â
I 
, Ê
ã
I
Â and each 5

Â
6
Ê
6=
thread giving
a play in º . The strategy g º consists of
5Ê
6
5
,6
5
B6ﬂ=6
³
=6
5

Â
6
5

Â
6ﬂ
Â
=64=9=
with the same conditions.
We now give the final piece of combinatorial information
needed to justify the analysis of Section 2.
Theorem 4.9
 [f
gives a distributive law
 R$
H
*
g .
Proof: The arguments are similar to those given earlier. By
way of example we indicate why we have

;»FH ÜIO 

F

 BF ;

F
We use presentations of the plays in complex games as fol-
lows.
c
 S has as positions the 5
56/6
5
/6ﬂ=6
³
=
with both
5
,

O-heaps,

a P-heap and with
5#F3
5
/6ﬂ=
;
c
H S has as positions the 5
5h6
5
56=6
5
/6=6
³
=
with
5
,

O-heaps,

a P-heap and
5#
5
56ﬂ=J
5
/6=
;
c
g  S has as positions the 5
36
5
56ﬂ=6
5
/6=6
³
=
with
5
,

O-heaps,

a P-heaps and
F
5
5h6=K
5
B6ﬂ=
.
Then we confirm that both 
;fF  [f
and
 
1
fF

 "fF ;
8
f
have
as positions all the
5ﬀÚ
6
5
/6
5
B6ﬂ=6
³
=6
5
,6
5
56=6
5
/6=6
³
=9=@F
8
5 Conclusions
We have sketched an approach to the most basic cate-
gory LNM3 of pointer games, disciplined by some serious
category theory. While our approach is not shorter than the
original hands on approach, it is less ad hoc. In particular
what we do demystifies the nature of arenas. After all con-
cretely they are themselves games, albeit games which are
not that interesting in their own right. In particular we back-
wards engineer the function space arena as exactly what is
required to produce a function space in the Kleisli category.
We have demonstrated that the definition of composition
of innocent strategies and the proof that this composition is
associative have two components. There is some categorical
combinatorics to establish a distributive law
 
and there is
the categorical construction of the Kleisli category ^0_5
 [=
.
The distributive law is an entirely new feature, not part of
Linear Logic.
Establishing the distributive law demands a systematic
approach to the elementary combinatorics of pointers, and
we use categorical ideas also there. This treatment captures
computational ideas in a clean way. For example the con-
travariant transport of O-heaps by the functor Êgã has to do
with properties of independence. As such it is related to re-
cent work [28] of Mellie`s and his student Samuel Mimram
in his asynchronous setting.
Overall our approach is an interplay of categorical com-
binatorics. While we have only given the basic structure
of B , we believe that our treatment extends readily to
further structure and related categories of pointer games.
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